WindTrans Systems Ltd has extensively tested Zelda with the help of McMaster University and Conestoga College. A number of projects analysing flow, testing longevity, efficiencies and other tests have enabled us to produce a pump like no other pump on the market today.

Running Zelda at a low rpm we can deliver high volume output along with being able to produce a complete vacuum allowing a self-priming and lifting capability like no other pump.

**Self-Primining & Lift: Pumping Water**

Able to self-prime and lift a full atmosphere (122°) in under 12 seconds after deployment.

**PTO Pumping**

**Power Pumping & Priming**

**Portable Quick Setup**

**Basement Pumping**

Quick and easy even when you have lost connection to your electrical grid!

**Custom Drive Systems**

- 6HP Gas Drive
- 9HP Gas Drive
- Hydraulic Drive
- PTO Drive

Hand driven crank c/w stand.

6HP & 9HP Gas Drive

Hydraulic Drive
**Fire & Flood Control**

**The Only HVLS Pump**

- Transfer water from any reservoir fast!
- Minimal force
- No Electrical grid hookup required
- Mobile systems available
- Prime assist emergency vehicles

---

**Zelda HVLS Pump**

- 100 gal/min by hand
- 300 gal/min at 200 RPM
- Lifts 14' by hand
- Can be operated in forward or reverse to flush a plugged intake
- Emergency flood control

---

**WindTrans Systems Ltd.**

**Irrigation and Fluid Transfer**

- Power Drive Systems
  - 6HP Gas Drive
  - 9HP Gas Drive
  - Hydraulic Drive
  - PTO Drive

---

**Power/No Power No Problem**

**Vault / Manhole Pump Out**
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